OPTIMIZING OFFICES
FOR HYBRID WORK WITH
LOGITECH SELECT
HOW OFFICE DESIGN PUTS A PREMIUM
ON VIDEO SERVICES & SUPPORT

INTRODUCTION
As offices evolve in a post-pandemic, hybrid world, organizations can benefit from technology and services
that enable them to 1) become more agile and responsive to changing global conditions, and 2) optimize the
office experience for employees who work onsite.
This whitepaper helps IT managers and business leaders rethink the purpose and value of physical offices in
a hybrid work environment. It explores different approaches for leveraging video technology and services to
create and maintain a collaborative office environment that is friendly to both onsite and remote employees.
Employee experience and equitable meetings are themes that run throughout the paper. We believe the topic
to be of interest to decision makers in IT, facilities, and real estate planning.
After reviewing the function and limitations of the modern office, the whitepaper proposes three different
approaches that can help organizations optimize their meeting spaces for hybrid workplaces:
• Create an internal team with expertise in meeting rooms and video technology
• Outsource your maintenance and support to a systems integrator that specializes in meeting rooms
• Get expert support and peace of mind with Logitech Select, an enterprise-grade service plan for meeting
rooms

WHAT IS AN OFFICE? WHY DO OFFICES EXIST?
In a world impacted by COVID-19, these questions are not academic. With so many people working remotely or
in a hybrid situation, leaders in business, IT, facilities, and real estate planning are asking themselves how offices
will function going forward. How will they be different?
The traditional office – which evolved from the factory model and was designed essentially as a factory floor
for knowledge workers – may no longer be in the best interest of the company or its employees. Arguably,
office design was always more about the efficient use of real estate and has never been optimal for worker
productivity or employee experience.1
Today, organizations have an opportunity to rethink this model. When many offices closed, organizations
learned they could maintain or even improve productivity by embracing remote work.2,3 And for many
employees, being remote led to a much better overall work experience.4,5
But that doesn’t mean offices are now obsolete. Organizations and their employees have also learned that
offices fill a key role for collaboration and social connection.
Going forward, offices will become places for people to meet and collaborate in person6 – when being in person
is necessary. For certain types of projects, responsibilities, and tasks, it’s clear that meeting in person is more
efficient and effective than trying to coordinate remotely. There is also the social value of being together in
person, when it’s safe to do so. Socializing creates a sense of bonding and belonging, which strengthens loyalty
to one’s team and organization.
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At the same time, a good portion of knowledge work can be – and for many employees, perhaps should be –
done remotely, outside the office. When focus, concentration, and quiet time are required for the task at hand,
people prefer to work in an environment with fewer distractions and less office noise. For many, that means
working from home. As a result, on any given day some employees will work in the office and other employees
will work remotely – in other words, the hybrid model.
If the primary advantage of the office is the ability to foster collaboration and social bonding, organizations
should consider the following principles for optimizing space and function:
1. Offices should be built around meeting rooms and meeting opportunities
2. Video should be ubiquitous; wherever people are working, video conferencing must be available and
accessible
3. Space should be highly flexible and adaptable, with open office spaces replacing cubicle farms

THE NEW OFFICE: A COLLECTION OF MEETING SPACES
To design offices for collaboration, they must be optimized for meeting spaces. Today’s offices are still largely
designed around the individual desk or rows of desks. Meeting rooms are on the periphery or are clustered
together. In the new office, meeting spaces will proliferate in a multitude of forms – everything from private
huddle spaces for two or three people to large open areas that resemble lounges, living rooms, or communal
kitchens.
These meeting spaces must also be equipped to accommodate hybrid teams. In many cases (perhaps in most
cases7), some individuals will be joining a meeting from a different location. These can include team members
working from home, employees at another office (increasingly common as teams become more distributed),
or external colleagues, including business partners, customers, agencies, consultants, and extended teams.
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Reliable video conferencing equipment is essential for collaboration in the world of hybrid work.

VIDEO: IT’S GONNA BE EVERYWHERE
Video collaboration will be ubiquitous throughout the office – not just in meeting rooms per se. Every desk,
every space, every gathering place could potentially be a “meeting room” for a scheduled or ad hoc meeting.
Because the typical meeting will include some people in the office and one or more people connecting
remotely, high-quality, true-to-life video conferencing is needed in order to replicate the in-person experience
for all. Creating an equitable experience for everyone is necessary to achieve effective collaboration.
High-quality video is also crucial for replicating (as closely as possible) the sense of belonging for people who
must be remote or who choose to be. As so many of us learned during the pandemic, video was a lifeline that
kept us connected to colleagues (as well as friends and family).
In short, video collaboration has become critical to the smooth functioning of distributed organizations. Video
conferencing must therefore meet the same criteria as other critical elements of IT infrastructure. Above all,
that means minimizing downtime to prevent disruption in business operations.
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FLEXIBLE AND ADAPTABLE: ADIOS, CUBICLE FARMS
Open offices have already replaced cubicles in many forward-thinking organizations. But people also recognize
that open offices can be noisy and counterproductive for certain kinds of knowledge work, especially solitary
work that requires concentration. So space must be flexible and adaptable.
Over the course of a day, employees may spend some time collaborating with colleagues and other time
focusing intently. For solitary or individual work that’s done in the office, people need private areas or “quiet
zones” within the office.
Given the need for flexibility, it’s critically important that organizations have a way to measure how employees
use office space. Where do people gather? Which rooms and spaces do they use most? Which areas get little
to no traffic?
Facilities managers need to glean insights from where people choose to work in the office, both in groups and
individually.8 They need this data to make informed decisions about space and environments.
Similarly, IT teams need to know which video collaboration tools are used in different offices and by different
teams so they can plan their technology purchases. Analytics can also help teams standardize to ensure better
management, governance, and security.

Logitech Sync provides insights about room usage and email alerts pinpointing device issues.
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Gain new perspectives on your business needs and solutions with Logitech Select.

HOW TO DEPLOY & SUSTAIN A HYBRID-FRIENDLY WORKPLACE
We’ve established that the work environment will need to be highly flexible, adaptable, and centered around
meeting spaces. Video conferencing needs to be widely available and accessible, and it needs to be considered
mission-critical.
Facilities and real estate teams, who are experts in space planning and comfortable in that arena, are not
typically experts in deploying and maintaining video conferencing solutions. That task may fall to IT personnel,
who specialize in other technology such as PCs, applications, and security but are similarly not experts in
managing video conferencing equipment or meeting spaces.
With that in mind, let’s consider the pros and cons of three different approaches for managing and
maintaining meeting spaces:
1. Create an internal team with expertise in meeting rooms and video technology
2. Outsource your video support to a systems integrator
3. Get expert support and peace of mind with Logitech Select, an enterprise-grade service plan for meeting
rooms and solutions
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OPTION 1: CREATE AN INTERNAL TEAM WITH VIDEO EXPERTISE
This might seem the most obvious approach: train existing IT admins or hire techs to specialize in video
systems. But the downsides can be significant.

PROS: The biggest advantage to this approach is
that the expertise stays in house (unless people
leave). This means people are generally available
when you need them. It also means that you
can develop and access your own metrics and
monitoring capabilities, provided you invest the time
to create that custom functionality.

 ONS: Your existing IT team may not necessarily
C
have the bandwidth to take on a new range of
technologies outside their core competencies.
That could mean adding new headcount – and
additional budget. There’s also the issue of
scalability. Can you hire the talent? How quickly
can the team ramp up and then scale up in a
rapidly evolving environment?

OPTION 2: OUTSOURCE TO A SYSTEMS INTEGRATOR (SI)
The number of consultants offering this service makes outsourcing an appealing idea. But there are limitations.

PROS: If you develop a good relationship with an SI
that set up your meeting rooms and installed your
video conferencing equipment, you will benefit from
their expertise in keeping those systems up and
running. That’s one less burden for your IT team.
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 ONS: With consultants and SIs, costs can be
C
significant and unpredictable. Responsiveness
and availability may also be an issue. For example,
your SI may have limited geographical or time
zone coverage, which can be a problem for large
organizations with multiple locations around the
world. Outsourcing may limit your access to metrics
around issues such as room usage.

OPTION 3: GET PEACE OF MIND WITH LOGITECH SELECT
In designing Select, our goal was to create an enhanced service plan to provide the level of support that
organizations need for their most critical meeting rooms. Select may not be right for every customer, and for
some customers Select may not be needed for every room.

PROS: Logitech Select offers a number of benefits
for organizations large and small, including 24/7
issue resolution by product experts, advanced RMA,
analytics and real-time insights into meeting room
status through Logitech Sync that will save you time
and effort, reasonable and stable pricing, extended
warranties, worldwide availability, and more. Select
is also a good complement to the room design and
installation services provided by systems integrators.
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 ONS: If you deploy video hardware from other
C
manufacturers (for example, Poly, Neat, and
Huddly) in addition to your Logitech hardware,
you will need to continue working with them to
support their products. Some of the benefits of
Select (such as a dedicated CSM) are offered only
to organizations that enroll 50 or more rooms.

IS LOGITECH SELECT RIGHT FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION?
Created to support video collaboration in hybrid workplaces, Select provides two broad benefits to
organizations:
• Ensures meeting spaces are always fully functional, with little to no downtime
• Provides data and insights about meeting spaces so they can be optimized for employee productivity
Specifically, Logitech Select offers:
• 24x7 support with 1hr SLA
• Advanced product replacement
• Next business day return merchandise authorization (RMA)
• Onsite spares that are instantly available if and when you need them
• Dedicated customer success manager (CSM) who knows you and your business
• Insights through Logitech Sync regarding meeting room usage
Is a service like this right for you? It might be…
• If your organization is taking a hard look at its real estate needs and thinking about how to use space
more efficiently
• If your organization doesn’t have sufficient internal expertise and resources to manage the growing
number of meeting rooms and video conferencing devices
• If your meeting room solutions include hardware, software and service products from multiple vendors
and you find it difficult or time-consuming to determine which component is at fault when a meeting
room is offline
• If downtime in your meeting spaces is simply not an option

To learn more about Logitech Select, visit our website: logitech.com/select

“The earliest modern offices were remarkable for their scientific approach and emphasised efficiency and the adoption of a rigid, regimented office layout that
resulted in workers sitting at endless rows of desks with managers located in encircling offices where they could observe.” See https://k2space.co.uk/knowledge/
history-of-office-design/
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“Prepandemic bias against remote workforce models now seem particularly unfounded given that employee performance has largely remained consistent or, in some
cases, even improved.” See https://www.gartner.com/smarterwithgartner/future-of-work-from-home-for-service-and-support-employees
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“The global WFH experiment that the pandemic has fast-tracked has proved two things: people can indeed work effectively from homes; digital communications
and collaboration technologies will be in high demand to keep workers connected.” Frost & Sullivan, “Post-pandemic Growth Opportunity Analysis of the Meetings
Market,” June 2020.
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Safety, quality of life, and “freedom” are among the most important benefits cited by remote employees. Accenture, “The Future of Work: Productivity Anywhere,”
May 2021.

“80% of workers say they would choose a job which offers flexible working over a job that didn’t, and 53% of employees say a role that allows them to have greater
work-life balance and better personal well-being is ‘very important’ to them.” Frost & Sullivan, “Responding to Disruptive Shifts in the Workplace,” June 2020.
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“During the pandemic and in its immediate aftermath, in-office presence will be needs-based. Offices will not be ‘productivity centers’ but sites for employee
engagement, collaboration, and building relationships balanced by WFH productivity and efficiency.” Frost & Sullivan, “Post-pandemic Growth Opportunity Analysis of
the Meetings Market,” June 2020.
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“Gartner predicts that by 2024, in-person meetings will drop from 60% of enterprise meetings to 25%, driven by remote work and changing workforce
demographics.” See https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2021-08-23-gartner-survey-reveals-44-percent-rise-in-workers-use-of-collaborationtools-since-2019
8
“Facilities management will dynamically re-assess the impact of rampant WFH to expand or contract office space and provide more hot desking and flexible meeting
spaces that account for the reduced meeting room occupancy.” Frost & Sullivan, “Post-pandemic Growth Opportunity Analysis of the Meetings Market,” June 2020.
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